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Introduction

X3 Futurenetcafe is a start-up cyber cafe located in Kuching, Sarawak. X3 Futurenetcafe 
expects to catch the interest of a regular loyal customer base with its broad variety of games 
and printing services. The company plans to build a strong market position in the town, due 
to the partners industry experience and mild competitive climate in the area.

X3 Futurenetcafe aims to offer its products at a competitive price to meet the demand of the 
middle-to higher-income local market area residents and students.

X3 Futurenetcafe is a partnership business which ventures and major with the cyber cafe. 
The business is in form of partnership which consist of 6 shareholders. All shareholders had 
agreed as stated in a agreement fttter which the amount of capital, profit and loss will be 
divided as stated ratio. We had^osen this kind of business because it a one type of business 
which is have good potential to^t profi^^sides that, shareholders always give 
commitment with our business.



Nature of Business

The form of business of our company is partnership which is made up of six partners. It is a 
legal business enitity with two or more members. The ideas and knowledge among the top 
management can be shared and no idea will be taken for granted because the capitals are from 
the contribution of all partners. Partners will carry out the business, share the capital, profits 
and losses.

Our type of business is based on Cyber cafe which is including printing service. Our 
company will give the best service to our customer. Also, we believe our business will gain 
profit in future because these businesses have their own potential to successful. Besides, each 
partner will share their knowledge and experience to make sure this business run smoothly. 
Furthermore, it will avoid this business from loss. From that, each partner that able to take 
responsibility, clearer the objec^e and aims is achieved.



Factors in Selecting the Purposed Business

> Lack of Cyber Cafe for the area
> It is very difficult to find comfortable and low price cyber cafes
> We are making business with professionals that have skills and experience on making 

cyber cafe business
> Every partner are influenced by closest friends to start business

Future Prospects for business

> New branch in Miri and Sibu
> Then East Malaysia such as Pulau Pinang and Selangor
> Additional entertainment: pool, snooker and snack bar



Purpose of Business Plan

Business Plan is a written document that serves as a blueprint and guide for a proposed 
business project that one intends to undertake.

The purpose of our business plan is:

1. As a guideline to manage the business

The business plan could be used as a guideline to manage our business in managing the 
proposed venture. The entrepreneur would have a clear picture on the strategy for running the 
venture.

2. To convince relevant j^ties of potential investors of the project.

The Business Plan could be used 
of a proposed venture. This coul 
the cost of venture.

oo
commumc tools to convince the potential investors

fide^e of the interested parties to finance in

3. To obtain loan from a financia ution to run the business

The business plan is needed to get a 13 
business will bring profit. Furthermon 
which will definitely increase their cd 

financial institutions will belief that the 
•ility to pay back the loan is also high 
live the loan.
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Shareholders

Al- HaziqFaizal ( General Manager) 20%
Ashraf bin Ahmad Rafa'ee ( Financial 
Manager)

16%

ArynaAthirah ( Administration Manager) 16%
Abdul Khalid ( Marketing Manager 1) 16%
Taufiq M. Saifullah (Marketing Manager 2) 16%
HanieAmirah (Operation Manager) 16%






























































































































































